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This thesis will explain what a Security Operation Center (SOC) is and how it works,
analyzing all the different phases and modules that make up the final product. Typ-
ically, a SOC centralizes all of the company’s information in one place where it can
constantly keep an eye on the data and monitor the system. The IT infrastructure
is analyzed in real time for anomalies, malicious activities, or intrusion attempts.
Not only the data sent from one machine to another, but also the physical state
and resources (e.g., memory and CPU) are constantly monitored. Through the cre-
ation and use of multiple detection rules, various alerts are generated and are then
reviewed by the SOC analyst team, which promptly informs customers in case of
need.
The State of the Art will be explored to study current SOCs and best practices
adopted. Then the innovative SOC Attacker Centric developed by the company
Wuerth Phoenix will be analyzed. The functioning of the SOC-AC will be studied
and explained, highlighting how it adds to the classic suite of services offered by a
SOC an extra part, focused on the attacker’s point of view. This SOC-AC is capable
of covering the reconnaissance phase, usually neglected by SOCs, in which attackers
gather information about a target in order to find the best strategy to break in and
successfully carry out the attack.
In the last part of the thesis, the design and implementation of an automatic SOC
reporting functionality will be shown. An important feature is to have an efficient
communication channel with the customer and to provide them with data on the
status of the SOC they are paying for. Initially, this procedure was a static, man-
ually executed, error-prone process. The procedure was improved by creating a
semi-automatic system of report generation and delivery using the Elastic SIEM
and several languages such as python, bash, Lucene, Elastic, and Kibana Query
Languages, leaving the reporter with fewer parts to analyze and document, saving
time and resources.
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1 Introduction

A Security Operation Center (SOC) is a complex structure that provides an overview

and situational awareness of an enterprise and enhances security with the ability to

detect anomalies, threats and possible intrusion attempts through constant moni-

toring. It collects all events generated by IT components in one place, where they

are analyzed by a team of security analysts. Searching for “SOC” on Google returns

pictures of rooms full of large screens, used by employees or hanging on the walls,

that continuously display data and graphs. This is the typical structure of a SOC,

but its elements are more complicated than just a couple of charts. The SOC is a

relatively new concept, developed over the last fifteen years as a countermeasure to

effectively detect cyber-attacks that are becoming increasingly complex. There are

different types of SOCs, from the small ones run in-house by a company to huge

ones where a large number of analysts work 24/7. Most SOCs are managed services

because building and maintaining your own SOC is quite expensive. Every company

should have a SOC to protect itself, especially nowadays, but the costs to afford it

are often too high for small organizations.

According to Internet World Statistics [1], there are more than 5.4 billion users

connected to the Internet in 2022. With so many people interconnected, the attack

surface (i.e., the number of possible victims of a cyber-attack) increase tremendously.

Most people use their smartphone connected to the Internet, every household usually

has a laptop or personal computer that they use at home, and in every company,
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regardless industry in which the organization operates, there must be computers

or servers to store information and access the Internet to keep up with the digital

transformation that affects all businesses. IoT is also becoming increasingly popular,

and a wide variety of devices are connected in a way that has never been seen before.

Unfortunately, many technologies have been developed without security in mind, and

with more interconnected devices the likelihood of finding one with a vulnerability

that can be exploited is higher.

Protecting the organization is no longer enough; after the COVID-19 pandemic,

hybrid work has become the new normal, and many IT companies are allowing

employees to work from home. Flexible working broadens the firm’s perimeter, with

attackers likely to find it easier to target home networks and then slowly gain access

to sensitive information. Humans are often seen as the weakest link in the chain

and are therefore attractive targets.

“It takes 20 years to build a reputation and few minutes of cyber-incident to ruin

it.” - Stephane Nappo

In cybersecurity, in a matter of seconds all your data can be stolen or encrypted

by threat actors. Data show a 50 percent increase in weekly attacks on corporate

networks in 2021 compared to 2020, with a peak of 925 cyber-attacks a week per

organization, globally [2]. The frequency and variety of cyberattacks continue to

grow each year, with a sustained increase in ransomware with 623.3 million attacks

globally in 2021 [3], resulting in tons of gigabytes of sensitive and private data being

posted on the internet and accessible by everyone. Not only do ransomware ruin

reputations, but it is also responsible for revenue losses caused by the ransom itself

and the time it takes to recover all the data and put everything back to work as

before. According to estimates, 71.1 million people are victims of cybercrime yearly

[4] and the global annual cost of cybercrime is estimated at 6 trillion dollars per year
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[5]. In addition, the war in Ukraine has contributed to an increase in cyber-attacks

worldwide. Figure 1.1 shows the list of the involved hacker groups.

Figure 1.1: List of Pro-Ukraine and Pro-Russia hacker groups. Courtesy of Cyber-

know [6]

Defenders have always been at a disadvantage: they have to protect everything

and make sure there are no security holes to avoid catastrophic scenarios, while

an attacker only needs to find a way in to win and penetrate the system. Threat

agents have become smarter and attacks are increasingly sophisticated to avoid

being detected as malicious by antivirus or detection tools. Malevolent content

can be encrypted, or the virus can be polymorphic or metamorphic and transform

itself once it reaches the victim’s computer to pass through the firewall among other

genuine packets. Detecting and preventing attacks became difficult; virus policies

and signatures must be constantly updated, and the vulnerabilities patched, which

requires a lot of effort and time.

After all, devices run software, and software is made by humans, who can make
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mistakes. Programs used today often have millions of lines of code and it would

be impossible to guarantee that they are foolproof. In fact, in the first part of

2022, an average of 2000 new vulnerabilities were discovered each month [7]. These

are classified with a severity score called CVSS (Common Vulnerability Scoring

System) that ranges from 0 to 10. Security researchers and software engineers do

their best to find these vulnerabilities and inform vendors who try to release official

fixes on time. However, in most cases, companies do not immediately update their

software because of compatibility issues, and the window an attacker has to launch

a successful attack is wider.

This is why a Security Operation Center could be useful. A SOC can improve

and strengthen security controls and protect an organization more efficiently. By

having all the data accessible from a unique point and being able to analyze and

correlate every event, the protection offered by a SOC is of a high level and strongly

recommended. Unfortunately, not many vendors offer this solution, and it is usually

expensive for small companies, which decide not to purchase it.

This thesis will be structured as follows: first we will have a look at SOCs in

general, with information on their structure and how they are used, then we will

examine more in detail the main components that make up the SOC used at Wuerth

Phoenix. In the last part we will focus on a feature that was implemented by me to

improve the product.



2 Literature review

2.1 Introduction

A study of the State of Art (SoA) was conducted to understand what the current

knowledge about SOCs, and cyber threats is and to identify differences between a

traditional SOC and the Attacker Centric approach adopted by Wuerth Phoenix.

As Onwubiko states in his paper [8], a good approach to protecting an organi-

zation’s critical services is to continuously monitor enterprise technologies and be

ready to react to security breaches or violations with an incident response plan.

This persistent control can be provided by a SOC, which identifies, monitors,

and protects the infrastructure. The SOC can identify threat actors and attempts

to exploit vulnerabilities and offers a real-time monitoring against cyber-attacks.

Sadly, cyber-attacks are becoming more frequent, and the target of the next attack

can be anyone

"It’s not a matter of “if” but “when” there will be a breach" - Popular saying on

cybersecurity

Investing in a SOC can reduce the losses a company may suffer after an attack.

With proactive detection, it is possible to tell when a system component has been

breached by an unauthorized person and act quickly to mitigate the damage. Attacks

can come from insiders or outsiders and often go unnoticed and are not discovered

until several months later.
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IBM publishes an annual report in which the average cost of data breaches is

calculated and displayed with various statistics [9]. In the last year there was a 10

percent increase in the average cost compared to 2020, with a value of $4.24 million,

that becomes $4.62 million in the case of a ransomware breach, not including the

cost of the ransom. The average time to detect a breach was 212 days, plus another

75 to contain it. Investing in a SOC or a SIEM helps minimize this huge time frame

and allows organizations to act faster and reduce the financial impact, saving several

million dollars.

To emphasize the importance of the topic nowadays, ENISA (The European

Union Agency for Cybersecurity) published a report in late 2020 [10] describing

how to set up CSIRT (Computer Security Incident Response Team) and SOC,

pointing out a guide for all those interested in implementing such a service and

protecting their assets.

The structure of a SOC has been defined in several papers, often with some

differences. Mallory documents in his article that a proper SOC should include

a SIEM, a Threat Intelligence platform, an Incident Response process and 24/7

operational monitoring time [11]. Comprehensive research on the State of the Art

was conducted by Vielberth et al. [12] a couple of years ago. Their work is impressive

and was able to summarize in one document all the building blocks of a SOC, from

general aspects such as architecture and operational models to detailed explanations

of people and their roles within the SOC, processes and how they are divided and

organized, technology and how to collect and analyze data and finally, compliance

and how to audit based on various metrics.

2.2 SOC Structure

According to Vielberth et al. [12] a SOC can be divided into four components, all

of which are interconnected to make the SOC work.
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2.2.1 People

Running a SOC requires a staff of several people with various roles and responsibil-

ities. Of course, the number and skills involved may vary depending on the type of

SOC. The workers that never lack are SOC Analysts, whose job is to review and

analyze alerts, identify whether they are false or true positives and act accordingly.

Analysts are divided into three levels based on knowledge, skills, and responsi-

bilities. Third level analysts are the most experienced and handle critical events

forwarded to them from lower levels. The SOC manager oversees the activity of

the team, and other figures such as malware analysts, threat intelligence researchers,

and security engineers can collaborate with the analysts to increase the level of se-

curity offered by the SOC. An ongoing training process for all personnel is always

highly recommended because threats evolve rapidly.

2.2.2 Processes

The initial process on top of which the SOC is built is the data collection process.

This process serves to normalize data collected from multiple sources into a standard

format to allow an easier analysis and correlation of logs. It also filters out some

unnecessary data, such as entire events or only specific fields in a log. Logs can be

also aggregated and ranked with priority levels to facilitate further analysis. The

detection and analysis process follows the previous one, in which incidents are

identified and appropriate damage control measures are taken.

2.2.3 Technology

A SOC contains a combination of technologies that work together. There are a

security information and event management system (SIEM), intrusion detection

or prevention systems (IDSs/IPSs) platforms. Modern SOCs have also begun to
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integrate some artificial intelligence algorithms, which are likely to be heavily

used in the future.

2.2.4 Governance and Compliance

A SOC can ensure that compliance with regulations, standards, and guidelines is

met. It is an important source of information for auditors and can help analyze

and evaluate the IT infrastructure of a company. This can be done with the use of

metrics. Assets that can be monitored are related to the SOC performance, such as

the number of devices covered, average analysis time, number of incidents handled,

number of policy violations, remediation enforcement time, and many others.

2.3 SOC Functions and Aspects

An entity, to be classified as a SOC, must satisfy certain requirements, and possess

specific aspects. Primary aspects are mandatory, while secondary aspects are extra

functions offered in addition to the primary services. These aspects allow us to

determine the level of service and compare different SOC offerings. Jacobs et al.

[13] identify the following primary aspects.

• Log Management

– Log collection: the ability of retrieving all logs produced by events and

having them in one place, ready to be analyzed

– Log retention and archival: the capability of storing logs for a different

number of times. It may vary depending on the content of the log and

legal constraints

– Log analysis: the ability to analyze collected and archived logs in detail,

with the possibility to create dashboards or calculate metrics on them.
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• Monitoring

– Operational time: at least 8/5 service, but most SOCs offer a 24/7 service.

– Different devices: the ability to monitor multiple devices from different

vendors provides better insights and increased security.

– Event correlation: the ability to correlate events happened on different

machines or at different times to detect an anomaly.

• Threat analysis

– Threat identification: the capability to identify threats present on one or

more devices.

– Reaction to threats: reacting in real-time to potential threats and taking

measures to mitigate damage.

– Incident management: being able to react to incidents and escalate them

if necessary.

• Reporting

– Security reports: are used to keep the customer informed. They usually

include graphs and statistics along with analysis of threat actors.

Incident analysis is carried out by SOC analysts. An alert is investigated to

understand its nature, which can be false positive, false negative or true posi-

tive. In the first scenario there was no real threat, and the alert is closed. It may be

documented for future analysis, but not escalated. The second scenario is probably

the worst, because there was a malicious activity that didn’t trigger any alarm. It is

important to keep detection rules up to date to avoid such situations. The third sce-

nario occurs when a threat is correctly detected in the system. Corrective measures

should be applied as soon as possible to mitigate the damage.

The secondary aspects in SOC comprise [13]:
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• Malware analysis

• Vulnerability scanning and analysis

• Penetration testing

• Integration with other controls (e.g., physical security)

• Device management

• Identity Attestation

Secondary aspects are many and can change over time, but most of them are

related to Threat Intelligence. Being aware in time of potential data breaches and

threats is valuable and helps prevent attacks.

2.4 SOC and Cyber Threat Intelligence

Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) adds another layer of information to a clas-

sic SOC and helps in finding true positives. CTI focuses on collecting information

to characterize technical threats that can affect a business, providing better cy-

ber resilience with proactive defense. CTI reveals the tactics, techniques, and

procedures (TTPs) of attackers and knowledge of their behavior enables a faster

response to incidents and perhaps even anticipate their next move. In a SOC envi-

ronment, CTI is used to enrich alerts and link them to incidents, along with the

implementation of new detection rules and controls.

CTI is usually divided into three categories [14]:

• Tactical Threat Intelligence: Identifies new threats with IoC and IoA. Anal-

ysis of these two indicators is mainly automatic and constantly updated. They

are explained in detail in the next section.
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• Operational Threat Intelligence: Identifies the context in which threat actors

conduct their operations. It is used in the SOC to derive use cases from TTPs.

• Strategic Threat Intelligence: Identifies the risks of cyber threats and their

impact on organizations. It informs business processes on how to protect

companies.

We can find some advice about the usage of CTI in a recent guide on how to

build a SOC written by AT&T [15], but searching for a product on the market

that supports this functionality is not so easy. There are some solutions, but it is

a relatively new concept and still far from being adopted by everyone. The market

is still saturated with conventional solutions that are outdated and ineffective [16].

Exploits are more common and dangerous today than in the past, and enhanced

situational awareness is needed to detect both common and sophisticated exploits

[17]. This can be achieved with next-generation SOCs, which include a CTI or

threat hunting module and are based on artificial intelligence algorithms.

A popular platform intended for processing and sharing knowledge for cyber

threat intelligence purposes is OpenCTI [18]. Initially developed by ANSSI (French

national cybersecurity agency) along with CERT-EU (Computer Emergency Re-

sponse Team of the European Union), it is now an open-source product, comple-

mented by connectors for many services such as AbuseIPDB, AlienVault, Crowd-

Strike, Mitre Att&ck, VirusTotal, Triage, Shodan and many others [19]. With the

platform it is possible to consult the cyber knowledge of the entire community and

visualize and share TTP data of threat actors. Analysts can use it to fully under-

stand a threat and perform a more accurate analysis.

Finally, social media and information channels should not be underestimated.

Vendors publish new vulnerabilities through official channels, and news about the

latest breaches or ransomware attacks can be found on Twitter or in different online

newspapers.
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2.5 SOC Security

A SOC works with sensitive data coming from many different companies and there-

fore must be protected accordingly. Security ranges from a technological point of

view such as data encryption, network level protection with firewalls, IPS/IDS,

VPN, antivirus, WAF and anti-phishing training, to a physical point of view, such

as backup management, secure data storage, incident response plan, data recovery,

physical badges or keys controlled access, video surveillance, biometric controls for

data centers, access cards, badge-only authorized visitors, and entry control policies.

To see the protection offered by a product, we can use the MITRE ATT&CK

Matrix [20]. It is globally recognized and utilized as a collection of tactics, tech-

niques and procedures that threat agents can use. It is divided into 14 categories

or columns that collect techniques used in each phase of a cyber-attack, from the

beginning (called reconnaissance) to the end (called impact). Traditional SOCs usu-

ally cover the fields from the third column (Initial Access) onwards, because they

analyze a company’s internal traffic to detect potential anomalies. Figure 2.1 below

represents the complete Matrix. More precise pictures will be shown in the chapter

3 of the thesis.

2.6 SOC Challenges

A SOC is a service that an enterprise adds in a second time to protect itself and

is usually not part of the original infrastructure. We have seen previously that a

SOC comes with many components, and it can be challenging to integrate it in into

the company’s environment, but necessary to realize the full potential of the SOC.

Mutemwa et al. [21] suggest how incident management and other processes can be

integrated with the people in the organization, with the creation of a council to

monitor the merge and evaluate changes made to the ITenvironment. SOC play-
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Figure 2.1: The Mitre Att&ck Matrix, fully visualized [20]

books are also mentioned as useful guides for informing workers how to respond to

and resolve an incident.

One of the biggest problems for analysts working in a SOC is the large number

of alerts they must handle every single day. SOC operations are far from auto-

mated, and alarms generated by detection tools are manually validated by analysts

and their cognitive skills and knowledge. Most of the alerts are false positives

and involve legitimate behavior. Analysts must spend time analyzing them all,

but this validation is a tedious task that can cause alarm burnout and eventually

desensitization [22].

With too many false positives there is a greater probability that an attack will

go unnoticed. This is an issue that modern SOCs seek to solve by integrating data

with threat intelligence sources and using artificial intelligence algorithms to better

classify events and improve the overall security detection process [23]. With alert

correlation, elimination of irrelevant alarms and other automated solutions, many
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companies are trying to reduce the volume of alerts that need to be analyzed by

analysts, but for this solution to be efficient, the quality of alerts must be high. Each

organization’s networks and systems are unique, and detection rules and associated

alarms must be customized to fit the monitored environment.

Setting up a SOC is not a one day process. When a company decides to pur-

chase a SOC, there is an initial phase called onboarding where all technologies and

business services are added to the SOC platform. All events and logs generated are

forwarded to the SOC to enable real time monitoring. As stated by Onwubiko [24]

current approaches to onboarding present some difficulties, and can be time consum-

ing, expensive and onerous. This is especially true for on-premises SOC services.

By leveraging cloud infrastructure, a new, faster, more efficient and cost optimized

onboarding procedure can be performed. In the future SOC processes and tech-

nologies will be more automated, and the cloud solution will contribute improve the

speed and delivery of this service.

Moreover, like in every modern job, humans can be the weakest link in the

chain. SOC analysts are cyber security experts and probably think they cannot

be the target of an attack. Some statistics on threat actors [25] point out that

phishing is still the most common tactic used by criminals to carry out attacks, and

is involved in 70% of data breaches as per 2021. Employee training can increase

security awareness and reduce attacks, but in 2020 only 38% of U.S. state and

local government employees received general training on ransomware prevention [26].

There is still much work to do to reduce the attack surface exploitable by criminals.

Lastly, a lot of analysts needed to offer a SOC service, especially if it is a 24/7

monitoring solution, so the cost of the salaries can be high.
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2.7 SOC Benefits

There are indeed some challenges and points of improvement in this type of tech-

nology, but as stated by János et al. [27], a SOC has more advantages than disad-

vantages and the operation of a SOC is worthwhile and efficient, although a perfect

system is impossible and too expensive to achieve.

Some benefits offered by a SOC are as follows [28]:

• Faster incident response times: From a single location the SOC can monitor all

devices in real time and intervene promptly when needed. Alerts are displayed

in the SIEM with all relevant data related to the incident.

• Reduced cost: Setting up a SOC is not something that comes for free, but the

money invested in this type of protection is a few orders of magnitude less

than the cost of a ransomware attack.

• Operational efficiencies: With a 24/7 monitoring service, the ratio of detected

incidents can approach 100%. Cooperation among SOC team members allow

many experts to contribute their own capabilities during analysis.

• Enhanced visibility: Keeping track of all devices connected to the corporate

network has become difficult with several employees working from home. SOC

facilitates monitoring because all the data is collected and passes through it

SIEM is a critical and vital component for a SOC. It offers a great deal of

functionalities and provides a “big picture” of what is happening in the monitored IT

infrastructure, conserving the data for audit operations. It can track unauthorized

access between different systems, detect violation of internal policies, attempted web

applications attacks, malwares, botnet activity, DDoS attacks, intrusion attempts,

ransomware, data exfiltration, system bottlenecks and vulnerabilities exploitation.
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It also monitors connections and detect suspicious ones, issuing alerts if anomalies

occur.

2.8 Types of SOC

There are different Security Operation Centers models and they can be chosen to

best suit the needs of the organization, as companies companies have different in-

frastructures and budgets.

• Internal or dedicated SOC: This is a dedicated area within the company that

focuses completely on cybersecurity. It provides continuous, 24/7, 365-day-a-

year monitoring and centralized visibility into every network activity. Threat

response time is the fastest because employees know the infrastructure they are

monitoring. The main disadvantage is cost, which can be prohibitive for small

organizations, but totally sustainable by large enterprises and governments.

• Virtual SOC: It is hosted on a web portal in the cloud, so it is easily accessible,

very scalable and affordable. It has no physical hardware, so it costs less than

a traditional SOC, but it is also less reliable. It usually does not offer 24/7

service and is a mostly reactive approach.

• Hybrid SOC: A hybrid SOC model attempts to bring together the best of both

worlds. Alerts are analyzed by internal and external analysts, and costs are

reduced compared to a fully dedicated SOC. It is especially useful in cases

where a company lacks expertise because it relies on third-party staff.

• SOC As A Service (SOCaaS): This is the most popular option today. Out-

sourcing the SOC and relying on a company that provides this service to mul-

tiple clients offers many advantages. It reduces the high costs of a dedicated

SOC by providing a 24/7 monitoring solution and high-quality protection.
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Many SOCaaS integrate CTI modules, multiple levels of analysts, and can in-

tervene when problems arise, with a proactive approach to threats. They also

produce regular reports to keep you updated on the security status of your

environment.

SOCs have become very popular in recent times, and there are many industry-

leading SOC vendors. Some of them will now be analyzed to understand the current

features offered, the best practices adopted, and their limitations. It is difficult to

summarize these services in a table and each would require a chapter of its own. All

offer competitive and high-quality solutions. Some are American products, others

European or focused on the Italian market. This choice was made because the SOC

presented in this thesis is located in Italy and that is where most of the customers

come from.

SOCaaS and MTDR services

Product 24/7/365 CTI OSINT

ConnectWise Yes CRU Yes

Critical Start Yes ZTAP No

AT&T MDTR Yes Alien Labs No

Arctic Wolf Yes Yes Yes

Ascend Technologies Yes No No

Binary Defense Yes Yes No

HWG Yes Yes No

Reevo Yes Yes No

Wuerth Phoenix Yes SATAYO Yes

Table 2.1: Comparison between some SOC providers

Today’s high-end SOCs offer 24/7 service, and most rely on Threat Intelligence

enrichment, sometimes with custom solutions. OSINT analysis, however, is still
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lacking in most products. A standard SOC usually analyzes logs and event infor-

mation and, through correlation and the use of detection rules, can raise alerts if

something suspicious appears. This is sufficient to detect attacks in time if the rules

are constantly updated, but the offered protection is always a reaction to an attack,

and although it is possible to isolate the network and contain the damage, remedi-

ation is applied only after the attack has begun. SOCs are seen only as monitoring

and detection tools and do not perform prevention analysis. A great improvement

would be to anticipate threat actors and spot them when they are still planning the

attack.

Prevention can hugely reduce the cost of an attack, but companies are not invest-

ing in it. As reported by the Ponemon Institute in its latest report “The Economic

Value of Prevention in the Cybersecurity Lifecycle” [29], prevention is considered the

hardest thing to accomplish, and most of the budget is usually spent on detection,

containment, recovery and remediation of the attack.

Figure 2.2: The table shows that prevention would save up to the 91% of the cost

of the attack [29].

A successful attack conducted by a threat agent requires planning and research

to find the potential victim, write the necessary exploit and penetrate inside the

network, usually with social engineering skills or stolen credentials. A widely known

method for differentiating the various phases of an attack is the Cyber Kill Chain,

developed by Lockheed Martin, an American defense company. It identifies what
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adversaries must complete to achieve their objective.

Figure 2.3: The Lockheed Martin Cyber Kill Chain

The first phase of the Kill Chain coincides with the first column of the Mitre

Att&ck Framework, the Reconnaissance [30], and is vital for attackers but usu-

ally not covered by commercially available SOCs. The SOC developed by Wuerth

Phoenix aims to fill this gap and uses and approach that has been defined Attacker-

Centric, because it gives the ability to cover the Reconnaissance area and recover

the attacker’s point of view. This can be done by collecting and correlating Open

Source Intelligence sources from around the world, just as an attacker would, to find

out as much as possible about their victim.

SATAYO (Search All Things About Your Organization) [31] is an OSINT and

CTI platform, developed by Wuerth Phoenix’s cybersecurity team, that can verify an

organization’s exposure to possible cybercriminal actions. It is a major component

of the SOC and has the purpose of gathering all information publicly available

information about a company. This exposure assessment is performed using OSINT,

the branch of intelligence that analyzes data coming from public sources. SATAYO

shows a company from an attacker’s perspective and flags possible attack vectors

such as phishing domains, exposed credentials, stolen accounts, vulnerabilities, and

many others.

The goal of the platform is to make customers understand the attack surface that
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Figure 2.4: A summary of the exposure assessment analysis performed by SATAYO

a third party would have at its disposal should it decide to choose the customer’s

organization as the target victim [32].

The Attacker Centric SOC offered by Wuerth Phoenix and empowered by SA-

TAYO’s analysis is able to cover the first two columns of the Mitre Att&ck matrix,

offering a more comprehensive service than the competition. It is distinguished by

the following elements:

Figure 2.5: Traditional SOC vs Wuerth Phoenix SOC

The following images show the Mitre Att&ck matrix, colored green in areas

covered by the SIEM and its standard detection rules, red in areas covered by
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custom rules added to the SIEM by our SOC team, and blue in areas covered

by SATAYO, which covers areas that are not covered at all by other SOCs. The

Matrix has been divided into three separate images to better show the content of

each cell. The SOC Attacker Centric approach will be studied and discussed in the

next chapter.

Figure 2.6: The first 7 columns of the Mitre Att&ck Matrix
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Figure 2.7: The last 7 columns of the Mitre Att&ck Matrix

Figure 2.8: The lower part that is not visible above (on the left the column No. 7 -

Defense Evasion and on the right the column No. 9 - Discovery)



3 SOC-AC Structure and

Implementation

3.1 SIEM

A SIEM is a system that collects, process, stores, and queries data. It analyzes

events and logs coming from every IT component of the company and gives the

ability to detect and block a potential attack. Not all logs are relevant and must be

tuned accordingly to avoid unwanted noise and analyze unnecessary traffic useless

for detection purposes.

“To stay ahead of the attackers your organizations IT, security and architecture

specialists should think like attackers when it comes to creating a comprehensive

and layered cybersecurity solution.” [33]

The SIEM used by Wuerth-Phoenix is the Elastic Stack, also widely known

as ELK Stack. The name comes from the three main components of the SIEM,

Elasticsearch, Logstash and Kibana [34].

Elasticsearch is the core component of the Stack. It is a fast, scalable, and

flexible search engine that allows all data to be stored, searched, and analyzed.

It is a distributed DB written in Java that runs in cluster mode, where multiple

instances called nodes communicate and interact with each other. Data is saved in

indexes, which are themselves divided into shards, distributed among the nodes,
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and replicated for greater efficiency. There is always a primary shard and a replica

shard that serves as a backup in case of a node is malfunctioning. The usage of the

shards is done by the cluster autonomously and is completely transparent to the end

user.

Logstash is a server side data processing pipeline that ingests data from

multiple sources, manipulates it, and returns an output that will be collected by

Elasticsearch. It is divided in three section called plugins. The input plugin, the

filter plugin (where the data is edited and enriched), and the output plugin that

sends the final data to the DB.

Kibana is the visualization layer of the stack and allows the user to create

charts, diagrams, graphs, dashboards, canvases, and to model and shape the data

in different and customized ways. It is the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the

ELK Stack. Some of its features will be explained in the sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3.

The last component of the stack are the Beats, a family of data shippers that

collect logs, metric and network data, windows events, audit data and more. Their

purpose is to gather data from thousands of machines connected to the network and

send those data back to the ELK stack. They communicate directly with Logstash

or Elastic. In the latest version, the Beats are grouped together into the so called

Elastic Agent to simplify their use.

The architecture of the Elastic Stack can considerably vary from implementation

to implementation. A standard architecture is shown in the image 3.1.

In contrast, Wuerth Phoenix’s architecture is based on NetEye, a monitoring

system for IT environments developed in-house. The Elastic SIEM is integrated on

top of NetEye and is available as a module for customers interested in the SOC

service. The schema is shown in the image 3.2.

NetEye is as a monitoring system and and IT management software. It can

monitor and control the performance of company’s IT assets and services, increas-
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Figure 3.1: The Elastic Stack architecture, taken as a reference

Figure 3.2: The Log Management architecture used at Wuerth Phoenix
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ing productivity. It can proactively detect components that cause disservices and

highlights the health status of the IT ecosystem. Icinga, a network monitoring ap-

plication, is integrated in NetEye, and with it we can schedule multiple checks that

inform us about the status of the monitored components. When a computer has a

problem with some detection rules, for example, NetEye informs us via a Grafana

dashboard. Grafana is an open source data visualization platform, used for the cre-

ation of graphs and charts thanks to its flexibility. It can monitor infrastructure and

improve operational efficiency.

Figure 3.3: All the functionalities offered by NetEye

3.1.1 Index Management

Within the Elastic Stack, data are organized using the following logic. Each log

is called document and has a unique ID inside the DB. Documents are saved in

logical entities called indexes and every index is divided into shards. The latter

are the tiniest piece of Elastic, where the data is written to disk. Elastic takes care

of the management and distribution of the shards. There are primary shards and

replica shards to improve performance and increase resilience. A shard is divided
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into read only portion of data called segments that can be queried.

Users can manage Elastic indexes. They can have three states, colored like a

traffic light.

• Green: means that all primary shards and replica shards are available for that

index.

• Yellow: means that at least one replica shard is not available. It may exist but

is not reachable by Elastic.

• Red: means that at least one primary shard is not reachable, and the data is

not searchable.

There are different types of logs, and they are associated with one or more log

sources. A single host can have multiple log sources, for example, a Windows server

has system, security, and application events. These sources help us determine the

type and the structure of the log.

Elastic has defined a standard to normalize all the fields of a document and

have a common vocabulary. It is called Elastic Common Schema (ECS) and

defines a common set of fields to be used when storing event data in Elasticsearch,

to be aligned across different vendors and products. The common schema helps

correlate and use data from various sources. It is very important that data coming

from different log sources be consistent between each other. If the same field is

interpreted as a number once and as a string another time, there will be a conflict

in the DB.

Everything present in Elastic is somehow traced back to one of the fields chosen

by ECS to recognize it. There are some general guidelines to follow, for example

every document must have a timestamp. Then there are four fields that define

the typology of data and are called categorization fields. Their purpose is to

group similar events from multiple data sources and are event.category, event.type,
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event.outcome and event.kind. These special fields are managed by Elastic and it

is not possible to assign custom values to them. For instance, there are only three

values allowed for event.outcome and they can be failure, success or unknown.

Logs are stored in indexes, and an index is considered to be a database with set-

tings and mappings. The settings are specific for each index and tell Elastic where

to store the data, how long to keep it, how many shards to use, etc. Settings can be

static and no longer editable if they are defined during index creation (such as the

number of shards) or dynamic if they can vary during the life cycle of the index. The

mappings define how a document and the fields it contains are stored and indexed.

Each field is mapped to its own data type. ECS forces the mapping procedure so

that the data is congruent with the best practices and general guidelines.

Data cannot be kept forever and after a certain amount of time the old indexes

must be discarded. Within Elastic there is an Index Lifecycle Management

(ILM) that defines the rotation of old indexes. It is highly customizable according

to business policies and logic. There are five different phases to manage the life of

an index: hot, warm, cold, frozen, and delete.

• Hot: in this phase the data is fresh, up to date, and it is easy and fast to

make queries on it. This is the only mandatory phase, and it is possible to

specify several parameters such as the age or size of the index, the maximum

number of documents or dimension of the shard, that once satisfied will move

the index to the next phase.

• Warm: the data here is no longer updated but can still be searched. There are

some optimizations like read only indexes and reduced segment size to allow

better queries.

• Cold: queries in this stage are very slow because the data are not needed

immediately. Used when the data needs to be kept for multiple years, there
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are some storage media specifically made to save the data present in this phase.

• Frozen: this phase was used to increase performance of unused indexes, but

was removed in Elastic version 8 because heap memory usage was improved

and frozen indexes were no longer useful.

• Delete: the data here will be deleted after a specified number of days. It is

possible to create a snapshot and save the data to external storage before the

cancellation.

In Elastic there is the possibility of creating multiple spaces and associating each

of them with one client. Unfortunately, multitenancy is not fully supported but

creating an index for each tenant is a simple solution for isolation. In any case,

admin users have visibility to all data, no matter what space they are in. It would

have been more logical to see data related to space currently viewed. To achieve

this, we have created index patterns that match the specific data for each tenant,

so that even when using administrative accounts, dashboards and charts are loaded

correctly and show data only for the current customer.
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3.1.2 Discover

The Discover is the section of the SIEM where it is possible to view all the logs

present in Elastic and query the different documents. This function is used daily

by SOC analysts to investigate incidents, usually after an alert has been triggered.

The aspect looks as follow:

Figure 3.4: Elastic Discover, divided into sections for easier explanation

1. The name of your space and the section you are in

2. The search bar through which it will be possible to make queries and filter

data

3. Additional filters that can be applied to the query or used individually to filter

the data

4. The filter to select the time range in which the results will be shown

5. The ability to open previously saved search queries

6. The Elastic index where the data to be displayed are contained
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7. The number of logs (also called documents) found within the chosen time range

and query written

8. The chart of documents that match the query sorted by time

9. The fields of the documents that were found

10. The complete list of documents, sorted from newest to oldest. You can expand

each individual document and view all the fields present inside it

The search bar at the top is where we can type queries and search for something

specific. If we leave it blank, Elastic will show us all the logs present in the given

time interval. The latter can be specified with the time filter on the right. Additional

filters can be applied to the query, to filter out certain values. In the center there

is a histogram showing us the frequency of the documents with a counter for the

number of logs displayed. Below the graph we can find the list of documents, each

with its own fields. By default, only the last 500 are listed in the table. Every

document can be expanded to see the fields of the log in detail. Values can be of

different types, such as timestamp, text, keyword, IP, and geographic values.

3.1.3 Dashboard and Visualization

Dashboards are a collection of visualization or saved searches. They are useful

because they are interactive and adapt to our needs. We can click on an element

of a chart and drill down into the data. Dashboards are used daily in the SOC to

receive real time updates on alerts, IOCs, events and machines status, and so on.

Visualizations can be numerous and can be created from one of the options shown

in the image 3.5.

Elastic provides a tool called Lens that offers the ability to create most of the

visualizations shown above in a guided and easy to use manner, perfect for beginners.

There is also an option to create more complicate graphs, with the Vega or Timelion
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Figure 3.5: The list of possible visualization

language, where you program every single aspect of the graph, axes and values, and

the degree of customization is very high. Some examples of dashboards are shown

in images 3.6 and 3.7 to give the reader an idea of what is possible with the SIEM.

Everything that is contained in the indexes can be displayed graphically.

Figure 3.6: A dashboard with details on alerts triggered by detection rules

Dashboards are used by SOC analysts and are also provided to customers so they

can see what is happening with their data. Each customer is assigned a read-only
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Figure 3.7: A dashboard with information on EPS (events per second) ingested by

Elastic

account to access their Elastic space in the SIEM and from which they can inspect

their data in detail if they wish.

3.1.4 Canvas

This section allows us to create poster, slides, presentations, and pdf documents.

We use it to deliver high-level, customized monthly reports to customers that are

updated in real-time with data present in the Elastic environment. This section is

further explored in the last chapter of this thesis.

3.1.5 OSINT Search and Enrichment with SATAYO

OSINT stands for Open Source Intelligence and is the branch of intelligence that

collects and analyzes data from sources that are publicly available. It is the opposite

of secret and covert sources, those about which you have no visibility or which require
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authorization of some kind to access. In the internet environment OSINT defines

all the tools that allow one to find information about a person, a company, or more

generally, an entity. The goal of OSINT is to investigate a specific topic. OSINT

activity is carried out daily by both attackers and defenders. Attackers attempt to

gain knowledge about a target and evaluate a company’s attack surface in order to

efficiently execute an aimed attack. Defenders perform the same activity with the

purpose of anticipating attacks by continuously monitoring the exposure assessment

and receiving notifications if anything changes. OSINT software can combine data

from multiple sources to produce a more informative output. It is important for

companies to be aware of what kind of data about them is available on the Internet

in order to take preventive protective measures. OSINT has many advantages. For

example, because OSINT information are public, it is not illegal to search for it.

Even the United States Department of Justice has published a document containing

guidelines for collecting open source data and purchasing it from illicit sources [35].

It is also a cost-effective technique because little amount of money is spent to retrieve

a lot of useful information. Many open source projects already exist and can be used

for free. The OSINT framework [36] or the awesome-osint repository [37] contain a

collection of tools to introduce people to OSINT.

Indicator of Compromise (IoCs) and Indicator of Attack (IoAs) are in-

dicators that helps security experts to identify malicious activities [38]. IoCs are

reactive controls such as malicious IP addresses used in a cyber-attack, malware

signatures, malicious DNS, and many others. If the same IP is used in another at-

tack, it is detected from the IoC list and blocked. They are not so efficient because

they change often, and the same IP can be used the next day by a totally legitimate

company. IoAs, on the other hand, are the new generation of indicators as they try

to offer proactive control. They do not detect the malware used in the attack but

the attacker’s behavior. They monitor a series of action that a threat actor must
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follow to successfully execute the attack and are more reliable than IoCs which can

be obsolete very soon and must be constantly updated.

Starting from the organization’s domain, SATAYO performs daily scans of the

surface, deep and dark web to capture evidence related to the customer and enrich

the data analyzed by the SOC with an updated list of IOCs. This OSINT research

is related to the reconnaissance activities described by the Mitre Att&ck that threat

agents (i.e., cybercriminals) usually perform before carrying out an attack. Various

sources are monitored, such as ransomware gang websites, twitter accounts and

telegram channels. The data collected by SATAYO is used to populate an Elastic

index with IOCs and keep it updated daily. Data from this index is used to enrich

logs and efficiently evaluate communications coming from malicious IPs.

Figure 3.8: A dashboard showing the IOCs collected by SATAYO

IOCs are only a small part of the elements collected by SATAYO. The platform

assesses a company’s exposure and tries to retrieve as much as data available online

related to the target. The information collected is classified into different items, as

shown in the figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: An example of the findings for the domain teslamotors.com

The items collected by SATAYO may vary from organization to organization.

Some companies are larger than others and leave a wider fingerprint on the In-

ternet. The initial vectors that attackers use to penetrate the network are many,

but compromised credentials and phishing account for more than one third of the

total breaches. SATAYO collects information of breached accounts and suspicious

websites that may be used for phishing and can detect a potential attack before it

happens. All the different evidences gathered will now be briefly explained.

Hostname: It is one of the starting points for SATAYO’s analysis. This page

shows the hostnames found for the selected domain. The list of hostnames present

within the infrastructure is compiled and all their IP addresses are identified.

Vulnerability: This page shows the existence of vulnerabilities, identified by a

CVE (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures) number and a CVSS (Common Vul-

nerability Scoring System) score, on resources exposed and related to the domain.

Blacklist host: It shows the presence of hostnames within blacklists. Situation

like these can compromise the provision of the service (the connection to the black-
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listed IP may be refused by security policies) and ruin the reputation.

Unencrypted protocols: This page shows the exposure of services over protocols

that transmit information in cleartext. This cleartext protocols may simplify the

activity of network sniffing and consequent capture of confidential information.

Interesting services: it shows exposed services that might be of interest to a

malicious user. Web server ports: it shows exposed encrypted and unencrypted web

servers. Wayback machine: this page shows previous snapshots of websites. Old

versions of sites may contain confidential information.

Technologies: This page shows the technologies used within the exposed web

resources.

robots.txt: This page shows the details of the robots.txt file exposed by the

website. Very often within this file, attackers can find information and paths access

to restricted areas.

HTTP method: This page shows the exposed http methods of the website hosted

on the analyzed IP. In case of vulnerabilities attackers can exploit them.

SSL/TLS: This page shows the robustness of the TLS / SSL protocols of various

web sites of the domain. Checks performed may return evidence of expired SSL

certificates or the use of obsolete and insecure cryptographic algorithms.

Registry: This page shows the subnet blocks where the found IP address reside.

The records are managed by various Regional Internet Registries (RIRs). If some

IP blocks are managed directly by the analyzed organization, the addresses inside

are scanned to see if there are other resolvable hostnames.

Domain suspicious: it shows domains classified as suspicious because they contain

the company’s name inside.

Domain correlated: it shows domains related to the main one. The correlation

may result from similar elements present in the DNS record.

Domain phishing: it shows known malicious domains or URLs that are currently
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performing phishing activities.

Domain similar: it shows all registered domains similar to the main one. These

domains could be used for phishing activities. If a domain was registered recently,

chances are that it can be used for malicious purposes.

Domain TLD: it shows all top-level domain registered with the same base name

as the main domain.

File: This page shows all files found within the domain. Some of these files

may contain confidential information so it is recommended to check the content and

remove them in that case.

Github hot data: This page shows information considered interesting obtained

from Github repositories related to the scanned domain. It is possible that some

files contain confidential information.

Bucket: This page shows the Amazon, Google and Azure buckets and containers

that belong to the organization. They may contain sensitive data.

Mail Server: This page shows the mail servers used by IPs within the scanned do-

main. The presence of the SPF (Sender Policy Framework) and DMARC (Domain-

based Message Authentication, Reporting & Conformance) is checked. These are

email validation system designed to detect email spoofing attempts.

Mobile Apps: This page shows organization-related mobile applications uploaded

to the Play Store or other third-party stores. Attackers are increasingly exploiting

the field of mobile devices to carry out their attacks, cloning legitimate applications.

Phone number: This page shows every phone number published on the institu-

tional website of the analyzed domain. It is suggested to remove personal phone

numbers if present, as they may facilitate social engineering activities.

General Social: This page shows all the social presence of accounts named after

the domain in analysis. Attackers may create accounts to simulate the identity of

an organization, with the goal of establishing trust relationships with victims.
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Mail: This page shows the email accounts belonging to the domain under analysis.

It is reported whether the account was used to subscribe to an online service and if

it is present in one or more data breaches.

Breached accounts: This page shows the presence of corporate email addresses in

different data breach scenarios. At this moment SATAYO monitors the data breach

evidence of accounts within a database of 27,607,593,488 entries and new data

breaches are constantly being added.

Password: This page shows the passwords detected in the various data breaches,

with an indication of the type of password. For any hashes present the equivalent

in plain text is shown if it was possible to crack it.

Paste: This page shows the presence of corporate email accounts within various

Paste Sites. The presence in multiple paste sites may indicate that a data breach

has occurred, and that sensitive information may be at risk.

Open Bug Bounty: This page shows evidence of occurrences related to domain

resources found within the Open Bug Bounty portal. The portal allows an organi-

zation to manage the Vulnerability Disclosure activity in a coordinated way with

the researchers who discover it.

Deep & Dark Web: This page contains evidence retrieved from Deep & Dark Web

sources. The analysis is performed with several keywords related to the analyzed

domain.

Market: On this page SATAYO shows evidence related to credentials, cookies and

sessions offered for sale within various marketplaces and originating from attacks

carried out using log stealer malware. We try as much as possible to maintain

privacy and not let the market know our interests. For example, to find amazon-

related data, searches are done by searching for the keyword “azon” and the results

are filtered so that they contain only the items we are really interested in.

Sandboxes: This page shows the evidence found within sandboxes and related to
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the monitored organization. Evidence is detected using special YARA rules precon-

figured by the team of analysts. A sandbox detonates files into controlled virtual

environments to track their activities and communications, producing detailed re-

ports that include files opened, created and written, registry keys set, domains

contacted, and more.

3.1.6 Onboarding Process

A SOC must receive data from the client in order to function properly. To carry out

all the initial configurations, a period called onboarding is scheduled. This process is

composed of multiple steps that end with the ingestion by the SIEM of all the data

that the customer wants to monitor. The onboarding phase for Wuerth Phoenix

customers lasts two months.

During onboarding, NetEye satellites are installed in the customer’s environment

and VPN connections are established between them and the NetEye master node

present at Wuerth Phoenix. The satellites have the duty of collecting as input logs,

events and streams generated by the hosts from applications and system detected

within the monitoring perimeter of the client organization, and then forwarding the

data to the NetEye Master. The latter receives and elaborates the data, sending

it in real-time to the SIEM. The data is parsed and placed into a dedicated index,

depending on the beat that sent it. Data is logically separated among different

customers, with the use of multiple indexes customized with the appropriate tenant

number. The NetEye master is placed internally in the Wuerth Phoenix cloud

infrastructure, while the NetEye satellites are installed in the client’s network in the

form of Virtual Machines (VM). To ensure that all connected sources are send logs

correctly, NetEye uses Icinga monitoring checks that sends alerts if a source fails to

send events in a predefined time window.
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3.2 Security

3.2.1 Detection Rules

Elastic has a Security category where detection rules can be defined and managed.

Elastic already has more than 600 detection rules internally, which are kept con-

stantly updated thanks to a script that downloads new versions every day from the

official Elastic GitHub repository. Usually not all rules are used at the same time,

and there is a tuning process for each customer based on the technologies deployed.

In addition to Elastic’s rules, custom rules are also supported and can be added

within the SIEM. What we typically do is monitor the global cyber threat land-

scape. Analysts must be informed about new zero-days vulnerabilities or possible

exploits available online. There is a large community of security researchers and

pen testers who are constantly looking for vulnerabilities in known applications,

and when something is found, a rule is usually published to detect the malicious

behavior. In the past, each SIEM had its own rule format, but cyber threats evolve

rapidly, and to ensure a rapid response Sigma Rules were invented. The Sigma

project allows defenders to write and share detection rules in a common format

that can be understood by every SIEM and that grants faster access to security for

all [39].

We often add Sigma rules inside our SIEM, but we do not take them for granted,

even when they are published by authoritative sources. Before the activation in

the production environment, every rule goes through a testing process in our lab.

The procedure is simple: we write the rule, download the exploit associated with

a vulnerability from which the rule is supposed to protect us, run the malware in

a controlled environment, and monitor the behavior of the SIEM and the correct

detection of the malicious process. If everything is okay the rule can be added to

production and start protecting customers as well. If some adjustments are needed
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modifications are applied. Wuerth Phoenix is also a partner of SOC Prime [40],

one of the most important Threat Detection Marketplace available, which offers

a database of detection rules developed by Threat Hunters internationally.

There is always the possibility that a rule will generate false positives. The job

of the SOC analysts is to analyze all the alerts and figure out whether the process

that triggered the rule was malicious. The analysis may vary from alert to alert,

for example it can be done by first reading the details of the alert, then browsing

with Elastic SIEM’s Discover function to the moment when the alert was gener-

ated, making different queries to isolate incriminating events and inspecting them

in detail, correlating them with others and searching the Internet for information.

A large number of false positives distracts the analyst from his work, so it is desir-

able to whitelist some harmless processes when they are identified, so that they do

not generate more alerts. Adding something to the exception list should be done

carefully, because future evidence will go unnoticed. Therefore, before doing so,

we discuss with the customer, informing them about our findings and leaving the

final decision of whether or not to whitelist something to them. They know their

internal network architecture better than we do, and what looks suspicious could be

a legitimate process.

3.2.2 Alerts

Detection rules, once activated, run continuously in the background, depending on

the chosen timing. There is an option to add additional lookback time to scan

more events a do not miss anything. The SIEM examines and correlates data to

find anomalies and when something suspicious is detected an alert is raised. They

are divided into 4 categories: critical, high, medium, and low. It is important

to differentiate and assign different severities to understand what has the priority

and needs to be handled first, especially in cases where a large number of warnings
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occur simultaneously. SOC analysts open the alert and analyze it further using the

SIEM functionalities and their personal experience. For every investigation a case is

opened in Elastic. Cases are another section of the Elastic Stack and are used when

alerts require documentation or there is a need to notify the customer. When a

new type of alert appears, our standard procedure is to create a case and document

the performed analysis. We have created some templates to facilitate the writing of

cases and share a standard process adopted by each analyst. Cases can be used for

internal purposes to keep track of events and see if they recur in the future, or they

can used as a link between the SOC and the client. When events are suspicious and

require more attention, the case is sent to the customer. This is done through the

Jira platform, explained in the next paragraph 3.2.3.

3.2.3 Ticketing System

The Help Center of Wuerth Phoenix is integrated with Atlassian Jira. By using

Jira as a ticket platform, we can establish a connection with the customer and

inform them about important evidence gathered from SATAYO or Elastic. Each

ticket has a predefined workflow, starting from the open state and then moving

from waiting for support to waiting for customer until it is resolved or canceled.

To simplify our work, we have created scripts that create tickets directly from the

platforms we use. The SOC evidence is analyzed with Elastic Cases, which can be

automatically pushed to Jira if the corresponding tag is added. Automation takes

care of opening the ticket, associating the respective client, notifying customers via

email, etc. Similar to the SOC, SATAYO evidence is parsed in the platform and

tickets are opened in Jira with another integration. Customer accounts saved in our

system are automatically added as participants in a ticket related to their company

and receive an email notification. Tickets for suspicious evidence are usually opened

by us, but customers can browse SATAYO’s findings and open tickets to request
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further analysis on the selected evidence. Jira can also be used by customers for

other purposes, for example they can open tickets to raise questions, doubts or

concerns, talk about problems they encountered, etc. We provide them with the

link to the support portal where a guided procedure guides the user to the correct

section for the ticket they wish to open.

3.2.4 Red Team Activities

The client onboarding process takes two months, and soon after it is completed some

red team activities are performed to check the security of the client’s infrastructure.

These activities are aimed at finding vulnerabilities in the protocols used and check-

ing for the possible presence of a flaw or an exploitable component in the network.

Among the activities performed are user enumeration, credential sniffing, password

cracking, and privilege escalation. Privilege escalation, for example, is performed

at different levels, first without any access, then, if nothing vulnerable is found,

additional permissions are requested and exploits are verified at a higher level. If

nothing is found here either, the last step is to temporarily add our account as sys-

tem administrators to test the infrastructure from the higher vantage point. These

activities are a very important exercise for the SOC, which should be able to detect

all of them, as they simulate attack scenarios. After onboarding, periodic checks

are performed using Greenbone Security Manager, a continuous vulnerability

assessment platform integrated into the SIEM. It contains more than 100,000

vulnerability tests and helps the SOC protect customers.

Threat Hunting, a process of proactively and iteratively searching within net-

works to identify and isolate advanced threats that elude current security solutions,

is also frequently applied. Cyber attackers can remain hidden within an organi-

zation’s network after a successful breach, silently collecting data and seeking to

gain greater privileges with lateral movement tactics. To identify these Advanced
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Persistent Threats (APTs), threat hunting is a fundamental instrument. When a

new TTP emerges, threat hunters try to find out if that type of behavior is present

within the network. Potential hidden activity can also be detected with the use of

IoC and IoA, as well as the application of machine learning analytics to investigate

large amounts of data and find irregularities that could lead to malicious activity.

The cybersecurity environment is often checked, and whenever a major new

vulnerability is discovered, rules are updated or added to detect fresh threats. The

tests are performed in a laboratory environment and then the rules are progressively

deployed for each tenant monitored by the SOC.



4 Challenges and New Features

4.1 Introduction

A SOC maintains contact with the customer because when an anomaly is detected

it needs to be reported quickly and efficiently. Opening tickets seems to be a good

approach for this purpose, with an e-mail being sent to all required participants. In

the case of more dangerous discoveries, a phone call may be the best option, along

with direct access to the compromised machine to block and prevent further damage.

In addition to direct contacts such as those just mentioned, keeping the customer

informed of the status of the SOC and the IT world is another important aspect

that should not be underestimated. To this end, monthly reports full of detailed and

useful information are produced and delivered to clients. Reports such as these are

also important from a legal point of view and can be delivered to auditors who verify

compliance with the law. In Italy, for example, the privacy guarantor stipulates that

logs containing administrators’ authentication activities must be collected and stored

in an unalterable manner and must be handed over in case of audits by auditors. A

report containing this information is therefore desirable and required by the client

who must obey current regulations. When the SOC service at Wuerth Phoenix

was about to be initiated, having a monthly report to be delivered was considered

an important feature. Some sort of report already existed, but it was poorly and

hurriedly written. This chapter will talk about the work performed to create a better
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report to satisfy customers and increase the efficiency.

It was obvious from the beginning that the creation and delivery of these re-

ports had to be somewhat automatized. It would be impossible to handle many

different reports belonging to multiple clients each month, but at the same time not

everything can be automated because human attention is needed to perform certain

analyses. So, the problem was apparently simple: find a way to generate what is

required and send it to the appropriate recipient with some sort of automation. The

solution that was ultimately implemented and that is used today utilizes several

tools and technologies to finally achieve the intended goal. The whole process will

be explained in the following paragraphs. A flowchart that summarizes the process

is shown in figure 4.1.

4.2 Step 1: Writing

Within Elastic’s SIEM all client data are present and it is the perfect place to start

to create a report. Elastic offers a feature, called Canvas, that is typically used

to create large posters or infographics. You can import visualizations into it and

create charts, tables, and counters based on the logs collected by Elastic. Each

visualization has its own time interval and is dynamically updated with the logs

present in that fraction of time. This feature seemed the most interesting to use to

create a report, because along with static text and images there was the possibility

of inserting content that would be automatically populated with the data of the

current month.

The idea is to divide the report into three main categories, based on the three

types of Threat Intelligence outlined in section 2.4. Operational Threat Intelligence

will contain information about what the SOC has analyzed to monitor and protect

the customer, Tactical Threat Intelligence will focus instead on information about

the Tactics Techniques and Procedures (TTPs) used by cyber criminals to execute
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Figure 4.1: The flowchart of the process
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attacks, and finally, Strategic Threat Intelligence will talk about the overall cyber

situation, threats, and impact on businesses.

It is not possible to fill all sections with charts and fully automate the process,

especially the Tactical requires a monthly analysis of threat actors and their activi-

ties, which has to be done physically by a human being. Still, I tried to improve the

process as best I could.

When editing a canvas there are two different ways to add graphics. One is to

create them directly from the canvas, and in this case the queries must be written

in Elasticsearch SQL (Structured Query Language), a component that allows SQL-

type queries to be executed within Elastic. The other is to create a visualization in

Kibana and then import it directly into the canvas.

There are some differences between the two approaches: Elasticsearch SQL allows

you to query the data present in a DB and returns the results. It is able to match

events in Elastic coming from different sources and across different categories and

time intervals.

SELECT count(user.name) as Logout FROM "*name_of_index-*" where

event.code = 4634 AND (user.is_admin = true) AND "@timestamp" > today() -

INTERVAL ’45’ day

Unfortunately, it is difficult to visualize the queried data in a good-looking graph.

However, this query can be useful for showing a single number or data in a table.

Kibana’s visualizations, on the other hand, offer a wide range of possibilities,

from GUI wizards for creating graphs to complex syntax for customizing every aspect

of the result, as shown in the chapter 3.1.3. From the GUI, you can make queries

and apply filters to limit the amount of data you want to display in the visualization.
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Figure 4.2: An example of Kibana visualization

All the elements can be designed with the tools provided by the GUI and can

be further customized with JSON input. They can also be exported as NDJSON, a

flexible format often used for log files.

Figure 4.3: The ndjson code for the graph shown in the picture 4.2

Once all the desired visualizations have been created, they can be imported into

the canvas. The default appearance is rather ugly and bulky, but thankfully CSS

can be customized to change the appearance of the graphic. Figure 4.4 shows a

comparison between the default appearance and the customized one.
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Figure 4.4: Some examples of editing

Figure 4.5: Above a report page containing two different visualizations, a metric

box and a table. At the bottom, the expression editor of the metric box.

Modification can vary from view to view. Each element can be edited using a
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custom language that is present in Elastic. In the example shown in picture 4.5

we can see the visualization’s expression editor showing us how the metric box that

counts the number of closed alerts is structured. We notice a "timerange" attribute

that displays data for the previous 45 days. Each visualization added has its own

timerange, which means that when you want to see the next month’s data, you

have to edit them all manually. This is a waste of time, and fortunately there is

the possibility of associating all visualizations with a single time filter. To do this,

you must first create a time filter, shown in 4.6, give it a name, and associate the

existing visualizations with that filter. In the image 4.5 this has been done in the

first row of the expression editor. To see different data now simply change the date

in the filter and all visualizations will be automatically updated. Some bugs were

encountered and it was not possible to use the time filter correctly, but you can

fix this by customizing the CSS of the entire report and allowing the filter to be

selectable, as shown in 4.7.

Figure 4.6: The global time filter

Not only can CSS be changed, but variables can also be defined. I used them on

the first page to list customer details and elsewhere in the report. Each month all

you need to do is change the variable associated with the month and the time filter
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Figure 4.7: The CSS override

to get the data you are looking for.

For the second and third parts of the report (Strategic and Tactical Threat Intel-

ligence) it is not so easy to automate all the information we provide because it comes

from different sources, such as Twitter accounts, cyber news websites, vulnerability

databases, etc. One simple integration possible with Elastic is to import RSS feed

data from various sources. There is already a Logstash input plugin that handles

RSS; simply install it and edit the configuration file in the Logstash folder to add

the desired RSS sites. Figure 4.8 shows an example of RSS log. From there you can

set the update interval, which adjusts how often the data should be retrieved, and

you can customize the fields. The log will then be available within Elastic along

with other documents.

Other parts of the report still require manual writing for the moment, and future

improvements will try to automate these sections and integrate them into Elastic.

Automation helps us deliver an efficient report, but to be effective and interesting

the research part on hacker activities should be conducted by a human. The creation

of a new version of the report is usually done in one Elastic space. When the report

is finished, the canvas and its visualization are copied to the other client spaces and

automatically retrieve the correct data. The indexes are categorized with a tenant

number so that each space has visibility only to its own data.
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Figure 4.8: A log extracted from the RSS security bulletins published by cisa.gov

4.3 Step 2: Export

After the reports have been placed correctly in each space and loaded with client-

specific information, they can be exported and sent. Exporting is easy to do, just

open the canvas you want to export and click the Share button. Elastic needs some

time to process the report, which can vary depending on the size. Then it will be

available in the Reporting section of the SIEM in PDF format. So at this point the

procedure was to enter each client’s space, generate the report, download it, and

write an e-mail. This takes time and the effort required increases with the number

of clients, along with the possibility of getting something wrong. The idea was to

improve the process by using a script that can generate the report via API, to reduce

human intervention and prevent errors. The simplest thing to do was to initiate the

export remotely and then let the user log into his Elastic space and navigate to

the report section to see everything. Unfortunately, this does not work because the

reports are only visible to the person who generated them. So instead of generating

the report only, after the PDF is ready it is downloaded and sent to the client in some
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other way. Each canvas offers the option of using its POST URL to initiate an API

export procedure. Since in Wuerth Phoenix environment the Elastic Stack is built

on top of NetEye, it is necessary to authenticate to it before accessing the SIEM.

For these authentication operations a special account with limited permissions was

created, to avoid including personal information such as user credentials inside a

script.

Figure 4.9: We set the URL and perform the log in to NetEye. We then export the

report.

NetEye operates as a SSO provider, and after the login it is possible to use the

other functionalities without having to log in again.

Figure 4.10: A request to the NetEye login page

For the login process username and password are not enough; to increase security
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a CSRF (cross-site request forgery) token is extracted and sent through a POST

request along with the credentials.

Figure 4.11: The function that sends the POST URL to Kibana

After logging in, it is possible to request Kibana to export the report. Some

headers are required for this request and must be set correctly. Then a periodic

request is sent to check if the export process is finished and the report is available

for download. When it is ready, the PDF data is saved and sent to the function that

will generate the document.

Figure 4.12: Saving the report and logging out

This script takes as input parameters the tenant number and the POST URL

of the report you want to download. The URL does not change if the report is

modified, so you only need to retrieve it once.
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4.4 Step 3: Delivery

Reports are saved with meaningful names containing the tenant ID, title, and month

to which the report refers. They are organized in separate folders, each for each ten-

ant. Several ideas were analyzed and discussed to understand what the most efficient

process might be to use to deliver the report to the client. The use of e-mail, adopted

earlier, is not scalable and was discarded. A trial was done with Jira, where a new

ticket was created monthly for each report, with the PDF attached. Unfortunately,

there are some limitations in Jira that do not allow this attachment to be loaded

correctly and clients were not able to see the file. It was necessary to open each

ticket and attach the report manually, without much difference from the emailing

process discussed earlier. Atlassian offers various products, and while Jira focuses

on tickets and communication, Confluence was created to write documentation. So

we have created a Confluence space for each client, where reports will be uploaded

and where all the history can be easily managed in one place. Customers can access

this space whenever they want and find all the information inside, always available

for download. Since Confluence was created for documentation, the space was the

perfect location where to add other useful information for the client, in addition

to the report. We started writing a guide on how to use the SOC and some of its

features, because we provide each customer with read-only accounts to access their

Elastic space in the SIEM and from which they can inspect their data in detail if

they wish. We are completely transparent and allow them to see and inspect the

data that we are processing that belongs to their organization. Depending on the

type of contract you sign, you can choose between a managed service (a complete

SOC) and a non-managed one. In the case of a managed SOC, everything is han-

dled by the SOC analysts and the customer does not need to log into Elastic, but

we still provide them with accounts. The monthly report gives a static picture of

the month, but it is limited by the number and width of pages. From Elastic, on
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the other hand, all data can be viewed dynamically and the time interval can be

adjusted to fit custom needs. Access to this data allows clients to make custom

queries. The unmanaged SOC option is frequently sold in Italy because there is a

law that requires every company to collect and store all the operations performed

by system administrators in an unalterable manner. For companies that are inter-

ested only in this but not in a fully operational SOC, we offer a reduced version

that does not monitor the entire infrastructure but only authentication events. For

these types of customers, it can be very useful to have guidance on how to use some

basic Elastic functionality. Therefore, providing a user-friendly guide with simple

directions on where to start was considered a good feature. To make this process

more efficient, we wrote a script that uses the Confluence API and is able to keep

all spaces updated to the latest version of the guide. Each page has a unique ID,

which is needed for copy, edit or delete operations. The first step is to retrieve it.

Figure 4.13: The function that gets the ID of a specific page. Of course, you also

need the key to the space you want to examine

The contents of the Confluence page it is rendered as HTML, so you can retrieve

it, edit it and push the modifications.
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Figure 4.14: The function that retrieves the HTML content of a specific page

The content and hierarchy of the page are finally copied to the other spaces. The

version of the page is checked first, so that the new content can be copied only if

there is a previous version to be updated.

Figure 4.15: The function that creates a new page. Used to keep pages updated

between spaces

One page of the Confluence space is dedicated to the collection of reports.

Monthly reports downloaded in the previous step are uploaded here, under the

correct category. SOC customers, for example, receive two monthly reports and one

weekly report. The script handles the loading of all reports, based on the inputs

provided.
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Figure 4.16: The function that uploads the reports in the correct section



5 Conclusion and Future Work

5.1 Future Improvements

Regarding the SIEM, the current situation at Wuerth Phoenix is the one explained

in the steps in the chapter 4. With this procedure, reports can be exported and

delivered more efficiently compared to doing everything by hand, but it is not yet

fully automated. As shown, manual intervention is required to launch the scripts for

each tenant. A possible future improvement would be to integrate the script into the

NetEye cloud and let it run periodically once a month. This is possible by leveraging

the capabilities of Icinga. You can create a template where you specify on which

instance of Icinga you want to run the script (it can be the host, the satellites that

retrieve logs, or the master) and the time interval at which the script should run.

As for the sections that are not yet automated, we are integrating other platforms,

such as OpenCTI, within Elastic. With more sources of Threat Intelligence, it will

be easier to generate the report in the future.

5.2 Conclusions

This thesis explored what a Security Operation Center is and how it works, taking

the one offered by Wuerth Phoenix as the main example. There are multiple types

of SOCs and may differ a lot from the one described. There exist many SIEM

and CTI platforms and each environment is different. Other SOCs may be more
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advanced in terms of artificial intelligence analysis or other aspects, but they all

aim to increase the security of the monitored clients. The last chapter of this thesis

analyzed a problem the author worked on during their assignment. A SOC is an

enormous entity and the one mentioned is only a small but important part of the

whole ecosystem. Little and big improvements are made on a daily basis to provide a

reliable service to customers. SOCs are not perfect and still have several limitations

today, but they are one of the best weapons of defense we possess against an ever-

growing world of cybercrime. The author hopes they have succeeded in arousing

interest in this topic especially to those who were not aware of it and to show how

important security is and that it should not be underestimated. Together, we all

can give a contribution to live in safer world.
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